Savanna Got Apples terms and conditions on 5FM and Metro FM
The Promoter of the competition is Distell Ltd, Aan-de-Wagen Road, Stellenbosch.
1. In order to stand a chance to win R5000 cash and be a finalist to represent Metro FM
and 5FM, the listeners must:
a. Be 18 years or older
b. sms the keyword SAVANNA to a SMS short code. They will then receive a
return sms with the WhatsApp number – and clear instructions on the next
steps
c. Details will also be communicated on stations’ website and social media
platforms
d. Listeners will send a voice note to the allocated number telling us what they
would do to show they have apples if they won a trip to Johannesburg to hang
out with stations DJ on-air and compete to be one of ten finalists that stand a
chance of winning the NEW YORK experience worth “R1 million for you and 3
friends”.
e. Client will listen to all the voice notes and pick the best
f.

2 finalists will go head to head daily (per station)

g. On-air team to select a daily & weeks winner
h. Our week’s winner will win a trip to Johannesburg where they will get to show
they have apples by actually doing what they said they would do live on-air
with Stations DJ/show from the streets of Johannesburg by means of a
mobile broadcast in a branded NY Savanna cab.
i.

Should both listeners (5FM & Metro FM) actually do what they said they
would do, a DJ tie breaker will decide the radio winner

who will be 1 0f 10

finalists at the grand finale in November that stand a chance of winning the
trip to NY for them and 3 friends. A campaign hashtag (#gotapples) will be
used on social media to track our cabs on-air mobile broadcast, listener & DJ
challenges on the ground.
2. Each SMS will cost R1-50. Free minutes and SMS’s do not apply. Promoter accepts
no responsibility for messages that are lost or delayed or which are unable to be sent
due to lack of network coverage, or for any other reason beyond the Promoter’s
control. Proof of sending will not be accepted as proof of receipt. The Promoter is not
responsible for any problems or technical malfunction of any telephone network or
providers or any other technical problems.
3. There is no restriction on the number of entries per listener. You may enter as many
times as you like to increase your chances of winning.

4. The competition starts 06:00 on 21 September 2016 and closes at 23:00 on 30
September 2016, after which no further entries will be accepted.
5. If you are a winner you must supply a copy of your ID and proof of bank account. The
Promoter may refuse to award any prize if any irregularities or fraudulent activities
are detected. Prizes are not transferable and will not be exchanged for cash. The
winners agree to accept their prize as is, at their own risk.
6. Winners must be available on the 6th of October to complete the challenge they set
out to do.
7. All SABC competitions are conducted in accordance with the provisions of Section 54
(1) of the Lotteries Amendment Act (46 of 2001).
8. SABC competitions are open to all South Africans, unless otherwise stated.
Competitions are not open to employees, agencies, prize sponsors or contractors of
5FM, Metro FM or the SABC or any person directly or indirectly involved in the
organization or running of the competition, or their immediate family members.
9. No person may enter the same or any other competition hosted partly or in whole by
Metro FM and/or 5FM within three (3) months of winning the same or any other
competition hosted partly or in whole by Metro FM.
10. The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
11. Winners use and accept prizes at their own risk. Metro FM, 5FM, the SABC and
Distell (and/or their respective agencies) cannot be held responsible for any accident,
injury, or loss of property experienced as a result of winning, accepting and/or
utilizing prizes won.
12. By entering Metro FM and 5FM competitions, entrants agree to adhere to competition
rules and regulations, details of which entrants declare themselves conversant with.
13. Any violation or attempt to violate any of the above rules will result in the immediate
disqualification of the transgressor.
14. Metro FM and 5FM may disqualify a transgressor for entry into any other Metro FM
and 5FM competitions, for a period deemed appropriate by Metro FM and 5FM
Management.
15. Metro FM, 5FM and the prize sponsors reserve the right to cancel the competition at
any time, if deemed necessary in their opinion, or if circumstances arise outside of
their control and shall not be liable in anyway whatsoever to entrants in such event
for any cause or action whatsoever.
16. Winners may be required to have their details disclosed and appear on radio,
television, the Internet or in printed publications.
17. Metro FM and 5FM reserves the right to alter rules or prizes at their own discretion.
Such altered rules and prizes shall become effective immediately after being altered

or on such date as may be determined by Metro FM and 5FM. No entrant shall have
any recourse against Metro FM and 5FM as a result of the alterations of the rules or
prizes.
18. The announcement of a winner on air or on www.metrofm.co.za and www.5fm.co.za
does not constitute a ruling by station management that the winner has complied with
the rules above. Metro FM and 5FM may disqualify the entrant after the
announcement should any rule transgressions be discovered.
19. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of prizes.

